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.NET [135].

/Fortran [99].

10 [179, 178]. **130nm** [104].

2.0Volts [10]. **21st** [9, 24].

300mm [105, 21]. **30nm** [108]. **3945ABG** [268]. **3D** [41].

4 [246, 72, 73, 168, 171, 75, 76, 170, 169, 77].

60nm [104]. **64** [26, 46, 45, 27, 28, 38, 44]. **64-bit** [48].
802.11b [49]. 802.16 [190, 189].

90nm [168, 171, 170]. 915GMS [210]. 945GMS [267].


Advanced [162, 16, 241, 247, 254]. AdvancedTCA [159, 158].


C [99, 179]. C-Band [179]. CAD [47, 36]. Campus [255]. Capabilities [9].


Kernels [26, 27]. Key [43].


Validating [72]. Validation [97, 26, 27, 145, 144, 170]. Value [149].


Xen [275].

Yesterday [65]. Yields [5].
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